Genetic map of the region surrounding the retrovirus restriction locus, Fv1, on mouse chromosome 4.
The Friend virus susceptibility-1 (Fv1) gene maps to mouse Chromosome (Chr) 4 close to a cluster of four endogenous murine leukemia viruses (MLVs). To investigate the feasibility of cloning Fv1 by a positional approach, we have performed an extensive genetic analysis of this region of Chr 4. We have typed 368 backcross mice for the four proviruses, Nppa, Lck, and D4Smh6b. Recombinant animals were screened in a hierarchical fashion with a variety of other markers, including Fv1 and the isozyme marker Gpd1. A detailed genetic map of the region surrounding Fv1 was derived. Three markers, Xmv9, Nppa, and Iap3rc11, were identified that showed no recombination with Fv1. By combining backcross and recombinant inbred strain data, we estimated that Xmv9 and Nppa must lie within 0.6 cM of one another and Fv1.